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4 Door Book : Directions


1. Fold a sheet of paper into a Shutter Fold. 




2. Fold it into a Hamburger.




3. Open the project and cut along the two inside valley folds.





4. These cuts will form four doors on the inside of the book.
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Newspaper Analysis












          


Tomorrow: Mainly sunny. High 38F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph.





A.





B.





D.





C.





To the Editor:��On October 24 residents in the Sunny Side School District will vote on a referendum that will transfer funds in an effort to increase technology within the district.  There will be no tax increase and no change in the tax rate if the referendum passes. There will be funds to provide Sunny Side students with computers, tech equipment and software, including Smart Boards and accelerated programs in reading and math. The money is necessary if these students are to receive the education they deserve.  Our future depends on it.��I believe this vote will help determine the future of our state.  Companies that will create good paying jobs won’t come here if we don’t have good public schools.  We must act now!��This referendum is more than an opportunity to bring much needed technology to our classrooms. It can bring high-tech industry to our county and our state.  Share the news with all of your neighbors and send the message that our public schools are important to us by voting “yes” on Oct. 24.





The Super Sluggers are the best baseball team around.  With a solid pitching staff and an all-star line-up, they are the team to beat this year.  Last minute trades have resulted in an impressive outfield.  I can’t wait to sit in the stands and cheer for them.  I will be there for every home game!  Season ticket holders have lucked out this year.  No doubt they will have one of the best records in baseball history.









 Historical Literacy Project Model Unit Gallery Template


Unit Title:
Analysis of Early Colonial Accounts


Designed by:  Michelle Freidel, Amy Jagielski, Clarissa Stevenson


District: Smyrna, Indian River




Content Area:  Colonies


Grade Level(s):  8th grade


____________________________________________________________


Stage 1 – Desired Results


What students will know, do, and understand


____________________________________________________________


Delaware Content Standards 


History 2 6-8b:


Students will examine historical documents, artifacts, and other materials, and analyze them in terms of credibility, as well as the purpose, perspective, or point of view for which they were constructed.


Big Idea(s) 


using primary and secondary sources effectively – analysis for credibility, perspective and purpose


Unit Enduring Understanding(s) 


Students will understand that… that the sources one uses to support conclusions about the past vary greatly in quality and need to be critically interrogated for credibility, purpose, perspective, and point of view.


Unit Essential Questions(s) 


What does one need to consider when analyzing historical documents and why?

Knowledge and Skills 


Students will know….


hat one must analyze historical documents, artifacts and materials in order to avoid being misinformed.


Students will be able to…


evaluate and analyze sources in terms of credibility, perspective and purpose.


Stage 2 – Assessment Evidence


(Design Assessments To Guide Instruction)


Suggested Performance/Transfer Task(s) 


Students will receive the following task: 


You have recently been hired by a local museum to create a research tool for visitors. The tool will be used by students who are asked to analyze the quality of a source at the museum. Be sure to include everything one needs to consider when analyzing historical materials.


Essential Question Addressed 


What does one need to consider when analyzing historical documents and why?


Prior Knowledge:

Students would need to understand that sources (primary and secondary) need to be analyzed based on credibility, purpose, perspective/point of view and the importance of these aspects. 

Scenario:

See above


Requirements:


Learning Log (Handout 2)


Notebook paper


prompt



Final Product:

Student created research tool

Rubric(s) 

Transfer Task Rubric 


(adapted from the National History Day DRC SS 6-8 model unit for DOE) 


 

		Scoring Category 

		3 

		2 

		1 

		



		  


Questions to evaluate for credibility 

		  


The questions are well developed, effective and content appropriate. 

		The questions are partially developed, somewhat effective and/or show some evidence of being content appropriate. 

		The questions are minimally developed, ineffective and/or show minimal evidence of being content appropriate. 

		



		  


Questions to evaluate for purpose 

		  


The questions are well developed, effective and content appropriate. 

		The questions are partially developed, somewhat effective and/or show some evidence of being content appropriate. 

		The questions are minimally developed, ineffective and/or show minimal evidence of being content appropriate. 

		



		  


Questions to evaluate for perspective/ 


point of view 

		  


The questions are well developed, effective and content-appropriate. 

		The questions are partially developed, somewhat effective and/or show some evidence of being content-appropriate. 

		The questions are minimally developed, ineffective and/or show minimal evidence of being content-appropriate. 

		



		Uses content-appropriate vocabulary in order to demonstrate understanding 

		  


Content-appropriate vocabulary is well developed and evident. 

		  


Some evidence of content-appropriate vocabulary usage. 

		  


Minimal evidence of content-appropriate vocabulary usage. 

		





 


 Comments: 

  ______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

Other Evidence 


· Vocabulary Extension – examples/non examples, illustrations, connections


· Myth Worksheets


· Determining Credibility in the News


· Venn Diagram


· Activity Summary


· Newspaper Analysis


· Graffiti activity


· Document Analysis (National Archives)


· Original source


Student Self-Assessment and Reflection 


Learning Log entries


Stage 3 – Learning Plan


(Design learning activities to align with Stage 1 and Stage 2 expectations)


Lesson # 1 


  


Learning the Lingo 


Michelle Freidel 


  


Lesson Description: This is the introduction lesson to the Analysis of Early Colonial Accounts Unit. Students will be introduced to the vocabulary that they will be using during the course of the unit. The lesson will close with an activity that introduces credibility. 


  


Time Required: This lesson can be completed in one 45 minute class period, or half of a 90 minute block class. 


  


Essential Question Addressed: What types of questions should an investigator ask of sources/documents and how will analyzing them help us to understand historical events? 


  


Enduring Understanding: Students will understand that learning and using vocabulary helps to create a lasting understanding of the word.


  


 Materials: 


1. light colored construction or colored computer paper 


2. vocabulary foldable directions (Additional Materials 1)  


3. "Who would you trust?" activity page (Handout 1) 


4. "Student Learning Log" (Handout 2) 


  


Procedures: 


1. Introduce the Lesson Essential Question (What types of documents are used in history, and how are they analyzed?) to the entire class. Ask the students “Does anyone think they may know what types of documents are used in history? Does anyone know how we analyze these documents? Before we start using historical documents and materials it is important that we understand the lingo, or language that will help us to analyze them. To do this we are going to create a “four-door” vocabulary book.”  The “four-door” vocabulary book comes from the Big Book of Social Studies by Dinah Zike M.Ed. At this time each student should receive one pair of scissors, and 3 pieces of construction or computer paper.  The directions for the vocabulary book should either be posted on a projector, the overhead, or each student/pair should have a set of directions to follow. The directions  are included as a handout (see additional materials 1).  Instruct the students to leave all of their materials on the desk until they have permission to start. This will allow you to demonstrate how to create the book.


2. Demonstrate how to create the “four-door” vocabulary book, and then let the students finish the second and third page. (You should limit the amount of time to no more than 10 minutes)  


 


3. Once all of the students have completed 3 four-door pages (this will create room for a total of 12 words), start introducing the vocabulary. Follow the steps below for each of the vocabulary words. The vocabulary words for this unit are: artifact, primary source, secondary source, credible, corroborate, bias, perspective, purpose, propaganda, inform, and persuade and analyze.  


  


            a. Introduce the word in a sentence.  


            b. Have the students write the word on the front flap.  


            c. Ask the students to hypothesize what the word means. Ask 


                for 1 or 2 students to share and then move on.  


           d. Display the definition and have the students copy down the  


               definition on the back side of the flap directly behind the 


               word they are defining. **Remind the students to leave 


               room for a picture or example below the definition.  


  


4.  Now its time for students to apply their knowledge of the benchmark based terms and for you to assess this definitional knowledge. One way to do this would be to have the students turn their definitions upside down so they cannot be seen. You can pull a word out of the hat and ask the students to give you the definition, use it in a sentence, or offer up an example. After you have gone over all of the definitions and the students have finished copying them down they will need to put their foldable away.  It will not be used again until the next days lesson.  As the students put the foldables away pass out the "Who would you trust?" worksheet (handout 1). Each student should receive their own worksheet. You may want to have a copy of the activity on the overhead or scanned into your computer if you have an LCD projector.  Once every student has the handout have a student read through the directions of the activity.  After checking to make sure everyone understands start the activity by reading the given scenario out loud to the class. Next allow the students 5 minutes to construct an answer and support their reasoning with details. You may need to read through the scenario a second or third time to help the auditory learners understand what is going on. You may also want to ask some of the following questions as the students work on the activity individually. 


     


    How might you describe ______’s perspective? (choose/discuss different witnesses)


    Are all of the students credible? 

    Are any of the students biased?


    Should the article be considered a primary or secondary source?


    Which source would be the most persuasive? Why?


    What would be a good strategy for the teacher to determine if Bob cheated  


       (look for corroborating evidence)?

  


 After the five minutes are up have the students put down their pencils and ask one student to share his or her opinion of who they would trust and why.  Allow a class discussion to occur at this time. The students can agree or disagree with each other, but they need to support their reason with information from the scenario. Your job is to guide the discussion so it remains on task.  As the discussion begins to die down, or as you near the last 5 minutes of class you will want to have the class come up with a final decision by asking the class to vote on who is the best source for the teacher to ask. To close, pass out the "Student Learning Log." (Handout 2)  


  


Debrief:  As a whole class, review the Essential Question: What types of documents and analysis help us to understand historical events?


  


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”):


Teacher will check for understanding by having students complete the first block of the learning log (Handout 2).  Students will answer the lessons Essential Question "What types of documents and analysis are used in history?"


Lesson # 2 


A History Mystery: The Lost Colony of Roanoke 


Michelle Freidel 


Lesson Description: In “A History Mystery,” students will first learn about the Lost Colony of Roanoke, and then practice verifying and supporting if a source is or is not credible.  They will use the primary document “John White’s Return to Roanoke” to corroborate five different myths about the fate of the “Lost Colony.” 


  


Time Required: This lesson can be completed in one 90 minute block, or two 45 minute class periods. 


  


Essential Question Addressed: How does one know if a source is credible? 


  


Enduring Understanding: Students will understand that the sources one uses to support conclusions about the past vary greatly in quality and need to be critically interrogated for credibility. 


  


Materials: 


1. Vocabulary Foldable (from Lesson 1) 


2. Student notebooks/binders/etc.     


3. PowerPoint on Roanoke (Additional Materials 2) 


4. Transcribed copy of “John White’s Return to Roanoke” (Handout 3) *One for each student 


5. Highlighters *One for each student 


6. Group Activity: Myth Worksheets (Handout 4a-4f) *One for each student 


5. Homework: “Determining Credibility in the News” (Handout 5) 


  


Procedures: 


1.       Start the lesson by saying "As we learn about the Lost Colony of Roanoke you will also practice determining if a source is credible. First we need to review your vocabulary words, so please take out the foldable that you created yesterday." (Any students who were absent should pick up an extra foldable that was constructed the day before and follow along with the rest of the class) Ask students to look at the words only.  Say: “Today we are going to be learning about Roanoke.  In our studies we will be using an artifact. What is an artifact?”  At this point have the students offer up what they think the word artifact means. Once the students have offered up their suggestions have them peak under the fold of the foldable to find the correct definition.  Complete this process again with the following vocabulary words and introductory statements. 


  


a.       primary source/secondary source: “To help us learn about what happened at Roanoke we will be using an entry from John White’s journal, and myths from different storybooks and newspaper articles. What kind of document is a journal?  What kind of document is a newspaper?” Have students check their answer with their foldable. 


b.      credible: “When using primary and secondary sources we must make sure that they are credible. What does it mean when something is credible? Have students offer up suggestions, then have them check their answer with their foldable before asking “Why is it important that we use credible sources?” 


c.       corroborate: “In order to determine if a source is credible it must be corroborated. What does corroborate mean?” Have students offer up their opinions, then have them check their answers with their foldable before asking “Today (“Tomorrow” - if this is a 45 min. class) we are going to have a chance to corroborate different myths about Roanoke, but first we must get our background information!” 


  


2.     Students should be asked to place their foldable in an easy to reach location and take out their notebooks/binders/etc.  At this time the teacher should give a ten-minute mini lesson using the PowerPoint on Roanoke.  If you do not have access to a projector to show the PowerPoint you can use the slides to create notes on the board or on a projector.  


  


3.     The PowerPoint (Additional Materials 3) consists of 12 slides.  The first 4 slides should be copied into the student notebooks for background information.  Slides 5-10 will be in a story format and should be read aloud to the class as an introduction to events that took place at Roanoke.  


  


4.     Slide 11 of the PowerPoint reads “What Happened to the Colonists at Roanoke?”  Once you reach this slide ask 3 or 4 students to offer up their hypothesis of what happened at Roanoke.  Once you have heard from a couple of the students introduce the next activity by saying: “Since John White’s return to Roanoke in 1590 there has been much speculation of what happened to the “lost” colonists. Today there are hundreds of Myths surrounding the “Lost Colony.” We will be examining five different accounts of Roanoke’s fate to determine whether or not they are credible. Keep in mind that for something to be credible it must be corroborated with evidence. Throughout the activity you are going to be using John White’s journal entry of his return to Roanoke to either confirm or reject the possibility of the myths. Before we can begin our exploration into the myths we must first take a closer look at our primary document: “John White’s Return to Roanoke”. 


  


5.     Pass out Handout 3: John White’s Return to Roanoke and a highlighter to each student. Each student should receive a copy of Handout 1: “John White’s Diary Entry” and a highlighter. Project slide 12 of the Roanoke PowerPoint onto the board (this slide is an excerpt from the original journal entry of John White) and say: “Here is part of the original journal entry by John White. What do you notice about the handwriting?” Students should pick up on the fact that it is difficult to read due to the difference in spelling, handwriting, and grammar. Once you have discussed that this specific entry could be difficult to interpret tell the students: “You will be using a copy of the journal entry that has been transcribed for you. The information and descriptions have not been changed, just reworded to reflect the English language today.” Make sure that all of the students have received a copy of handout 3, and then ask for a volunteer to read the directions at the top of the handout.  Once the directions have been read ask another student to read the first paragraph of the journal entry.  After the first paragraph has been read have the students orally identify what John White and his crew found and saw when they arrived at Roanoke.  The students should have the following list highlighted. (Saw a fire in the woods, found burnt grass and rotten trees, never saw anyone)  


 Now have a different student read the second paragraph of John White’s journal entry.  Once they have finished reading this section of the entry have the students orally identify what John White and his crew found and saw when they arrived at Roanoke.  The students should have the following list highlighted. (Indian foot prints, CROTOAN and CRO carved on a tree and post, no marking of a cross, houses were taken down, a fort structure had been built) 


 Finally, have a third student read the third paragraph of John White’s journal entry.  Once they have finished reading this section of the entry have the students orally identify what John White and his crew found and saw when they arrived at Roanoke.  The students should have the following list highlighted. (iron and lead bars, items thrown around, overgrown grass and weeds, boats were missing, broken chests, spoiled goods, torn books, destroyed frames/pictures/maps, rusty armor) 


  


6.     If you are teaching 45 minute classes you will want to end the lesson here by having the students complete the question at the bottom of Handout 3. The students will complete this as an exit ticket, and must turn it in completed to be dismissed for the day. If you are teaching 90 minute block classes have the students take 2-3 minutes and answer the question at the bottom of handout 3. This will serve as an introductory activity to the next part of the lesson. They should not turn this paper in until the end of class after the group activity has been completed. 


  


7.     If this is a 90 minute block class have the students break out into groups no smaller than 2 and no larger than 4 depending on your preference/class size after they complete handout 3. You can either use existing pairings of students, teacher placed groupings, or a random selection to determine how students will be grouped together. If this is a 45 minute class you will be starting a new day. Open the new class period by reviewing the essential question. Ask the students,  “how do you know if a source is credible.” As the class is discussing the answer you will need to hand back Handout 3: John White’s Return to Roanoke for the group activity. Once you have done this have the students break out into groups no smaller than 2 and no larger than 4 depending on your preference/class size. You can either use existing pairings of students, teacher placed groupings, or a random selection to determine how students will be grouped together.  Once students are in their groups they should each receive an individual copy of Handout 4a-4f: “Accounts of the Lost Colony.” Have a volunteer read the directions aloud on the handout. Restate the directions by saying, “Your job today is to determine if accounts of the “Lost Colony” are or are not credible. You are going to use John White’s diary entry to corroborate the 5 accounts that you have been given.  As you read through each account make sure you write down the evidence you have found for or against it on your handout. You cannot use your own opinion, your textbook, or the internet.   You may only corroborate the accounts with the journal entry of John White.  Are there any questions?” Answer any questions that the students may have.  If you have a large group of special education students you may want to go over one of the accounts as a whole class. Once all of the questions have been answered the students may begin. Allow the students twenty-minutes to work in groups and complete the activity. At the end of the twenty-minutes have students return to their seats. 


  


8.       During the next ten minutes go through the five different myths and their credibility. Have the students determine which ones they thought were credible and which ones weren’t. As they discuss the reasons for and against, use the information below to either support their answers or to guide the discussion so they can see that their answer may have been incorrect. 


  


a.  Account 1: Left Roanoke Island – Credible because John White found a carving on a tree that the colonists were moving to a different location (CROATOAN). It is also credible because John White was unable to find any of the boats that they had left behind. 


b. Account 2: Severe Storm – Not Credible. The walls of the fort were still standing, and there were items scattered throughout the fort. There were also no bodies found. If a storm had been strong enough to carry off all of the bodies then the fort and scattered items would also have been destroyed and carried off. 


c.  Account 3: Disease – Not Credible. If the colonists had been killed off by disease their would have been graves dug for those that had died first. There were also no bodies found in or around the fort. 


d. Account 4: Leave Roanoke for Croatoan – Credible because their was no sign of any bodies at Roanoke. The colonists had left a carving of the word CROATOAN on one of the fort posts. This carving was part of an agreement between John White and the colonists when he left for England. The carving was supposed to let White know where they had gone when he returned. 


e.  Account 5: Killed by Hostile Indians – Credible because John White found Indian footprints around and in the fort. Colony property had been destroyed, and the colonists that lived on the land first had a negative experience with the local Indians.


          After the students complete the activity ask the following questions before you debrief.


1. Were more than one of the accounts or myths above credible?


2.  Did you find that one account or myth was more credible than other   


     account? If so, why?

9.       Debrief here before you collect the packets. (see below) Once you are done discussing the activity say, “Everyone needs to pass their John White Journal Handout and the Myths of the Lost Colony Handout up to the front. Once you have done this you need to take out your vocabulary foldable and add either a picture or example beneath the definitions of artifact, primary source, secondary source, credible, and corroborate. You will have the remainder of class to complete the foldable. If you do not finish before the bell rings you will need to take it home and complete it for homework. On your way out the door you will also need to pick up your homework. Tonight you will need to choose a news article from a local newspaper or one of the local online news websites. You will need to write a summary of the article and tell me 2 ways that the story was corroborated. If you have any questions or do not have access to a news article at home you need to come see me before the end of class.” During the last ten minutes of class the students should work individually and quietly on their vocabulary foldable. If a student is unable to get a news article at home you will want to print one out from one of the local news websites for them. It is best to find an article on a police investigation, accident, robbery, or breaking news! You may want to print some out before the start of class so you have them ready and available. 


  


Debrief:  Ask the students "How does one know if a source is credible?" Have students volunteer answers. Make sure that corroboration is mentioned before ending the discussion and having students move on to their homework assignment. 


  


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): Checks for understanding will occur throughout the lesson. Students will orally be asked to repeat information, draw conclusions and answer the essential question throughout the lesson. They will complete an exit or activity sheet (Handout 3), complete individual written responses that ask the students to support the essential question during the group activity (Handouts 4b-4f) and finally to transfer what they have learned during the lesson to a real life current event with the final activity (Handout 5) that they will complete for homework.  


Lesson # 3


Jamestown Revisited


Amy Jagielski


Lesson Description: This lesson will focus on two individuals and their viewpoints of the founding of the Jamestown colony.


Time Required: This lesson can be completed in a 90 minute block or two 45 minute class periods.


Essential Question Addressed: What perspective(s) is evident in historical materials relating to Jamestown?


Enduring Understanding: Students will understand that the sources one uses to support conclusions about the past vary greatly in quality and need to be critically interrogated for perspective.


Materials:


Handout 6a: George Percy


Handout 6b: modified George Percy


Handout 7a: John Smith


Handout 7b: modified John Smith


Handout 8: Primary Document Notes


Handout 9: Chart


Handout 10: Learning Log entry


 


Procedures:


1. Review the LEQ (Lesson Essential Question) with the entire class. Review with the class the term “perspective.”  Make sure that all students are using the same definition. Explain that during the next activity students are going to read about life in Jamestown in the early years. Discuss with the students that in the examination of the documents, they will be confronted with different spellings that might make reading the documents difficult. Explain that 1st English dictionary was written in 1604 by Robert Cawdrey but there was no official agreement of the correct spelling for every work at the time of the documents they will be examining.


2. In groups of three, students are then going to compare two journal entries. Distribute Handout 6a: George Percy and Handout 7a: John Smith. (Handouts 6b and 7b are available with modified spellings for students who have difficulty with reading comprehension). Students should read and study the entries and record details of the life and experiences of its writer onto Handout 8: Primary Document Notes.


3. Still in groups of three, students will then compare and contrast the two journal entries using the provided chart (Handout 9) using the information gathered.


4. Using their Chart, students should then answer questions posed to them on the back of the Chart handout.


5. As a whole class, discuss with the class their findings. Talk about how each group came to answer each question the way they did. Ask each group to back up their findings with evidence from the documents.


a. Questions to ask:


i. What differences can be identified between the two documents?


ii. Are there any differences in the writers' occupations?


iii. Are there any differences in the writers' the descriptions of their surroundings?


iv. Are there any differences in the writers' interactions with other settlers?


v. Are there any differences in the writers' interactions with Native Americans living in the area?


vi. Are there any differences in the writers' emotions expressed in their writing?


6. After the class discussion, and review of the Chart, distribute Handout 10: Learning Log entry. Ask students some of the following questions to help stimulate understanding and connections made.


Questions:


· Are those with different perspectives more likely to explain things similarly or differently?


· Why is it important to analyze a document for perspective?


· What were the different perspectives of those who were considered as sources in the cheating scandal lesson?


· Did those perspectives matter?


· Can you offer other examples where perspective matters?


Individually, students will work to answer all questions including the LEQ.


Debrief: As a whole class, review the LEQ (What perspective(s) is evident in historical materials relating to Jamestown?) and have students volunteer to answer the LEQ.


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”):


Handout 5: Activity Summary


Handout 6: Learning Log


Lesson # 4


Plymouth

Clarissa Stevenson

 


Lesson Description: In this lesson, students will analyze primary sources from Plymouth colony to determine author's purpose. 

 


Time Required: This lesson may take more than two days, depending upon the length of each class.  At the end of each class that falls in the middle of a lesson, students will record a journal entry reflecting on the aspects of the lesson accomplished that day.

 


Essential Question Addressed: How might it help a researcher to know the purpose of a document?


 


Enduring Understanding: Artifacts and documents are created for various purposes that must be uncovered to fully understand the meaning and value of those sources. 

 

Materials:

Handout 12: Newspaper Analysis

Handout 13: Graffiti

Handout 14: Mayflower Compact

Handout 15: excerpt from Of Plymouth's Plantation

Handout 16: Mourt's Relation: A Journal of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, Part II

Handout 17: excerpt from Sin and Danger of Self Love

Handout 18: Original Source--Purpose

 


Procedures:

1.  Review the LEQ (Lesson Essential Question) with the entire class.

 


2.  Activating Strategies:  Newspaper Analysis:  Students identify purpose for each of the items found in a typical newspaper (inform, persuade, entertain and express). {Handout 12}  Graffiti: Students fill in the space around each purpose with terms, phrases, symbols and pictures that represent the four author’s purposes. Students share in pairs and then as a whole group to help students identify key attributes of each purpose.  {Handout 13}  


 


3.  Teaching Strategies:

 


Note: Students will gain content information pertaining to Plymouth colony through a variety of teacher-selected sources: textbook, technology, support materials, etc.  Teachers will present this information via methods to which he/she has access.

 


Suggested Clip: United Streaming Clip Exploring the World: The English Come to America: The Plymouth Colony   (9:29)

 


 


      National Archives “Powers of Persuasion” exhibit: (Teachers may need to give a synopsis of WWII) Access the exhibit on www.archives.gov and have students study the posters and listen to the audio files. Ask for students’ thoughts on these sources. Guide the discussion to why these items were created—who was the target audience, what was the goal, what were the tactics used by the artists?  Have students identify the artists’ and authors’ purpose for creating the sources.  After the first source, expand on the idea of “persuasion” to guide students toward the concept of propaganda.  Clarify the definition if needed and have students identify the purpose in the remaining items.

 


      Purpose: Before applying the concept of identifying purpose to the key documents, begin with a source with which students are already familiar, John Smith’s account, Handout 7 from the previous lesson.  Students create a list of questions one should ask when analyzing a document in terms of purpose. Guide the students to include the following questions on their list: What was the goal of each of these documents? Who was the audience?  What was the purpose?  Next, students identify the purpose of John Smith’s account. Use numbered pairs to have the students report answers to one another. 

 


      Documents: Teachers will need to print copies of the “Written Document Analysis Worksheet” from the National Archives website listed above.  Create groups of 4 in order for the students to Jigsaw the information gained from this activity. Students apply the “Analysis” handouts from the National Archives website to the following documents: the Mayflower Compact {Handout 14}, excerpt from William Bradford’s Of Plymouth Plantation {Handout 15}, Mourt’s Relation: A Journal of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, Part II {Handout 16}, Robert Cushman’s sermon Sin and Danger of Self Love {Handout 17}.  Discuss the outcomes of the analysis sheets, focusing heavily on questions 5, 6 b and c.  As a class, reach a conclusion regarding the purposes of these four sources. What was the goal of each of these documents? Who was the audience?  What was the purpose?  Why is understanding the purpose of these documents important for any researcher? 


 


      Vocabulary:  Students will complete their vocabulary extensions for the following terms: purpose, propaganda, inform and persuade.

   


Debrief: Students will write a note, “It’s Okay to Pass Summary Notes” to a classmate summarizing the answer (in paragraph form) to the essential question.  Students switch papers and write a response on his/her classmate's note regarding the accuracy of the answer.

 


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”):

 


Teacher will check for understanding by having students create an original source from a variety of teacher-created scenarios to demonstrate purpose. Students will evaluate each other’s work and determine purpose. {Handout 18} 

 Lesson #5


Lesson Title: Application of Research Skills & Knowledge


Author: Clarissa Stevenson

Lesson Description: Students will reflect on the unit essential question in groups, working independently, in pairs, in groups, then as individuals again.  Once students have discussed the content gained throughout the unit, using the Learning Log handout as a reference, they will complete the assessment.  The prompt asks students to transfer knowledge and skills gained during the lesson to a new situation. 

Time Required: 1-45 minute class period

Essential Questions Addressed: 


What does one need to consider when analyzing historical documents and why?

Enduring Understanding:  Many different types of sources exist to help us gather information about the past, such as artifacts and documents.  Sources about the past need to be critically analyzed and categorized as they are used.  Critical investigation demands constant reassessment of one’s research strategies.

Materials: 

Learning Log (Handout 2)


Notebook paper


Prompt


Procedures: 


1. Students will meet in small groups to discuss the questions and responses to the Learning Log (Handout 2).  Students will Think-Pair-Share-Ink the answer to the unit essential question.  The “Ink” part should be recorded in the journal.


2. Students will then independently respond to the following prompt: You have recently been hired by a local museum to create a research tool for visitors.  This tool will be used by students who are asked to analyze the quality of a source at a museum.  Be sure to include everything one needs to consider when analyzing historical materials.

Debrief:

Unit Essential question: What does one need to consider when analyzing historical documents and why?

Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): 

Short Answer responses to the prompt described above will be collected.  Score the responses using the “Transfer Task Rubric” as described in the assessment section.

Resources and Teaching Tips 

· What text/print/media/kit/web resources best support this unit?


· Archives.gov website


· United Streaming


· Virtualjamestown.org

· What tips to teachers of the unit can you offer about likely rough spots/student misunderstandings and performance weaknesses, and how to troubleshoot those issues? Be especially mindful to identify any misconceptions that students are likely to have as they enter this unit and that might interfere with their learning. 


· In contrast to expert historians, novice students will often accept that all primary sources are credible and can be trust automatically.


Appendix of Materials


4 Door Book : Directions


1. Fold a sheet of paper into a Shutter Fold. 




2. Fold it into a Hamburger.




3. Open the project and cut along the two inside valley folds.





4. These cuts will form four doors on the inside of the book.




Handout 1


Who Would You Trust?

Modified from a lesson by Fran O’Malley


Directions:
Follow along as your teacher reads through the scenario below, 


then answer questions one and two.


Scenario:
A teacher, Mrs. Jones, has strong suspicions that a  




student named Zach cheated on a test.  Mrs. Jones


                plans to investigate the alleged act of cheating by  




 questioning some of the other students in the class.   




   She decides to ask the following students (witnesses)




     about what they saw. 


Witnesses:
To help you answer the questions below use the empty box 


below to map out the scene of the crime.


· Zach - Sits in the third seat of the second row. 


· Jen - Sits in the first seat of the second row.


· Bill - Sits in the first row next to Zach, dislikes Zach greatly.


· Amy - Sits in the third row next to Zach, she has a crush on 


 Zach.


· Dave - Sits in fourth seat of the third row, gets along with 


 everyone.


· Megan - Sits in the first seat of the first row. She gets in trouble 


    a lot for looking around the room.


1. Create a list of “good” and “bad” sources for the teacher. You will need to explain why you placed each student in the chosen group.


		“Bad Sources”

		



		“Good Sources”

		





2. Which source (witness) is best and why?


________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________


Handout 2


Learning Log


		Question

		Answer



		What types of documents and analysis help us to understand historical events? 




		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		





Handout 3


John White’s Return to Roanoke



They prepared the boats and 19 people set off for the place where we left our planters. Before we reached the shore it became dark and we overshot the place where we were to land by a quarter of a mile. There we spied the light of a great fire through the woods and we rowed towards it.  As we came over to it we let the anchor down near the shore and sounded with trumpet a call, and many familiar English tunes and songs, and called to them in a friendly way, but we had no answer. We therefore landed at daybreak and coming to where the fire had been, we found the grass and rotten trees burning around the place. From there went through the woods and then followed the water to the place where I had left our colony. 


As we entered the sandy bank we saw the print of savages feet and then we came upon a tree with curiously carved Roman letters C R O: these letters identified the place where I should find the planters, according to a secret mark agreed upon between them and me at my last departure from them, which was that in any way they should not fail to write or carve on the trees or posts of the doors the name of the place where they would be. At my departure I asked that if they should happen to be distressed in any of those places, that then they should carve over the letters or name a Cross. Above the letters we found no such sign of distress. After considering all of this we continued toward the place where they were left in houses, but we found the houses taken down and the place very strongly enclosed with a high poles of great trees and it was very fort-like. One of the trees or posts at the right side of the entrance had the bark taken off and 5 feet from the ground in capital letters was engraved CROATOAN with any cross or sign of distress.  


We entered into the fort and found many bars of iron, lead, and other items thrown here and there. The grass and weeds were overgrown. From there we went along by the water side towards the point of the creek to see if we could find any of the boats, but we could find no sign of them. As we returned from the creek some of our sailors told us that they had found chests that had once been hidden dug up and broken in pieces. The goods that had been in them were spoiled and scattered about. Then the Captain Cooke and I went to the place at the end of the trench where we found five chests that had been carefully hidden by the Planters. These included my own chests which had many things spoiled and broken. My books had been torn from the covers and the frames of my picture and maps were rotten and soiled with rain and my armor was almost eaten with rust; and it was decided that this could be no other but the act of our enemy savages who must have watched the departure of our men to Croatoan and dug up the place looking for things buried after they had left. It grieved me to see such spoil of my goods, yet on the other side I was filled with joy that I had safely found a token of their safe being at Croatoan, which is the place of the savages who are our friends.


		Now that you have read about John White’s return to Roanoke tell me what you think happened to the missing colonists. Make sure your theory is credible. You will need to corroborate, or support your myth with information from the journal entry.

______________________________________________________


______________________________________________________


______________________________________________________


______________________________________________________


______________________________________________________


______________________________________________________


______________________________________________________








Handout 4a


Accounts of the “Lost Colony”




Directions:

Today you will be determining if five different accounts of the “Lost Colony” of Roanoke are or are not credible.  Remember, that for something to be credible it must be corroborated.  You will use the information that you highlighted and discussed in John White’s Journal Entry to help you decide what is and is not possible.  Follow the steps below for each of the given accounts.


Step One: Read the account with your group.


Step Two: Write down evidence for or against it.


Step Three: Decide if the account is credible.


Handout 4b


Account #1






The Lost Colonists built rafts or a boat using materials torn apart from their houses. They left Roanoke Island to settle in the Chesapeake Bay area.


		1. Does John White’s journal corroborate this myth? Why or Why Not? (make notes from the journal entry)








		2. Is this myth credible? Why or why not?


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________





Handout 4c

Account  #2







The village was destroyed by a severe storm, such as a hurricane. 


		1. Does John White’s journal corroborate this myth? Why or Why Not? (make notes from the journal entry)








		2. Is this myth credible? Why or why not?


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


______________________________________








Handout 4d


Account  #3






A disease killed all of the colonists. 


		1. Does John White’s journal corroborate this myth? Why or Why Not? (make notes from the journal entry)







		2. Is this myth credible? Why or why not?


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


______________________________________








Handout 4e


Account #4






The colonists decided to leave Roanoke Island to live with the Croatoan Indians. 


		3. Does John White’s journal corroborate this myth? Why or Why Not? (make notes from the journal entry)







		4. Is this myth credible? Why or why not?


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


______________________________________








Handout 4f


Account #5






The colonists were killed 


by the local Native Americans. 


		1. Does John White’s journal corroborate this myth? Why or Why Not? (make notes from the journal entry)







		2. Is this myth credible? Why or why not?


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


_____________________________________


______________________________________








Handout 5


Determining Credibility in the News






Directions:  Find a recent news article about an event, accident, or robbery that took place.  Read through the article and highlight specific details about what happened.  You will first write a summary of the news article before identifying reasons why the article is credible (believable).  You will want to look for eyewitness accounts, and any other details that are used for corroboration in the story.


		Summary of Article


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________








		Is this article credible? Why? Is it corroborated? How?


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________


________________________________________________________________________








Handout 6A


First Hand Accounts of Virginia, 1575-1705


From the Virtual Jamestown Project


Observations gathered out of a Discourse of the Plantation of the Southerne Colonie in Virginia by the English, 1606.


Written by that Honorable Gentleman, Master George Percy.

Excerpt:


       Captaine Newport being gone for England, leaving us (one hundred and foure persons) verie bare and scantie of victualls, furthermore in warres and in danger of the Savages. We hoped after a supply which Captaine Newport promised within twentie weekes. But if the beginners of this action doe carefully further us, the Country being so fruitfull, it would be as great a profit to the Realme of England, as the Indies to the King of Spaine, if this River which wee have found had beene discovered in the time of warre with Spaine, it would have beene a commoditie to our Realme, and a great annoyance to our enemies. The seven and twentieth of July the King of Rapahanna, demanded a Canoa which was restored, lifted up his hand to the Sunne, which they worship as their God, besides he laid his hand on his heart, that he would be our speciall friend. It is a generall rule of these people when they swere by their God which is the Sunne, no Christian will keepe their Oath better upon this promise. 
[The Savages use to sacrifice to the Sunne.]
These people have a great reverence to the Sunne above all other things at the rising and setting of the same, they sit downe lifting up their hands and eyes to the Sunne making a round Circle on the ground with dried tobacco, then they began to pray making many Devillish gestures with a Hellish noise foming at the mouth, staring with their eyes, wagging their heads and hands in such a fashion and deformitie as it was monstrous to behold. 


      The sixt of August there died John Asbie of the bloudie Fluxe. The ninth day died George Flowre of the swelling. The tenth day died William Bruster Gentleman, of a wound given by the Savages, and was buried the eleventh day. 


      The fourteenth day, Jerome Alikock Ancient, died of a wound, the same day Francis Midwinter, Edward Moris Corporalldied suddenly. 


      The fifteenth day, there died Edward Browne and Stephen Galthrope. The sixteenth day, there died Thomas Gower Gentleman. The seventeenth day, there died Thomas Mounslic. The eighteenth day, there died Robert Pennington, and John Martine Gentleman. The nineteenth day, died Drue Pigasse Gentleman. The two and twentieth day of August, there died Captaine Bartholomew Gosnold one of our Councell, he was honourably buried, having all the Ordnance in the Fort shot off with many vollies of small shot.



[Death of Cap. Bart Gosnold.]


      After Captaine Gosnols death, the Councell could hardly agree by the dissention of Captaine Kendall, which afterward was committed about hainous matters which was proved against him. 


      The foure and twentieth day, died Edward Harington and George Walker, and were buried the same day. The sixe and twentieth day, died Kenelme Throgmortine. The seven and twentieth day died William Roods. The eight and twentieth day died Thomas Stoodie, Cape Merchant.


      The fourth day of September died Thomas Jacob Sergeant. The fift day, there died Benjamin Beast. Our men were destroyed with cruell diseases as Swellings, Fluxes, Burning Fevers, and by warres, and some departed suddenly, but for the most part they died of meere famine. 
[Miserable famine.]
There were never Englishmen left in a forreigne Countrey in such miserie as wee were in this new discovered Virginia. Wee watched every three nights lying on the bare cold ground what weather soever came warded all the next day, which brought our men to bee most feeble wretches, our food was but a small Can of Barleie sod in water to five men a day, our drinke cold water taken out of the River, which was at a floud verie salt, at a low tide full of slime and filth, which was the destruction of many of our men. Thus, we lived for the space of five moneths in this miserable distresse, not having five able men to man our Bulwarkes upon any occasion. If it had not pleased God to have put a terrour in the Savages hearts, we had all perished by those vild and cruell Pagans, being in that weake estate as we were; our men night and day groaning in every corner of the Fort most pittifull to heare, if there were any conscience in men, it would make their harts to bleed to heare the pittiful murmurings & out-cries of our sick men without reliefe every night and day for the space of sixe weekes, some departing out of the World, many times three or foure in a night, in the morning their bodies trailed out of their Cabines like Dogges to be buried: in this sort did I see the mortalitie of divers of our people. 
[Gods goodnesse.]
It pleased God, after a while, to send those people which were our mortall enemies to releeve us with victuals, as Bread, Corne, Fish and Flesh in great plentie, which was the setting up of our feeble men, otherwise wee had all perished. Also we were frequented by divers Kings in the Countrie, bringing us store of provision to our great comfort. 


      The eleventh day, there was certain articles laid against Master Wingfield which was then President, thereupon he was not only displaced out of his President ship, but also from being of the Councell. Afterwards Captaine John Ratcliffe was chosen President. 


      The eighteenth day, died one Ellis Kinistone which was starved to death with cold. The same day at night, died one Richard Simmons. The nineteenth day, there died one Thomas Mouton. 
[He was a made man.]
William White(having lived with the Natives) reported to us of their customes in the morning by breake of day, before they eate or drinke both men, women and children, that be above tenne yeeres of age runnes into the water, there washes themselves a good while till the Sunne riseth, then offer Sacrifice to it, strewing Tobacco on the water or Land, honouring the Sunne as their God, likewise they doe at the setting of the Sunne.
[The rest is omitted, being more fully set downe in Cap. Smiths Relations.]


Handout 6b


First Hand Accounts of Virginia, 1575-1705


From the Virtual Jamestown Project


(corrected spelling)


Observations gathered out of a Discourse of the Plantation of the Southern Colony in Virginia by the English, 1606.


Written by that Honorable Gentleman, Master George Percy.


Excerpt:


       Captain Newport being gone for England, leaving us (one hundred and four persons) very bare and scanty of victuals, furthermore in wares and in danger of the Savages. We hoped after a supply which Captain Newport promised within twenty weeks. But if the beginners of this action doe carefully further us, the Country being so fruitful, it would be as great a profit to the Realm of England, as the Indies to the King of Spain, if this River which wee have found had been discovered in the time of war with Spain, it would have been a commodity to our Realm, and a great annoyance to our enemies. The seven and twentieth of July the King of Rapahanna, demanded a Canoe which was restored, lifted up his hand to the Sun, which they worship as their God, besides he laid his hand on his heart, that he would be our special friend. It is a general rule of these people when they swore by their God, which is the Sun, no Christian will keep their Oath better upon this promise. 
[The Savages use to sacrifice to the Sun.]
These people have a great reverence to the Sun above all other things at the rising and setting of the same, they sit down lifting up their hands and eyes to the Sun making a round Circle on the ground with dried tobacco, then they began to pray making many Devilish gestures with a Hellish noise foaming at the mouth, staring with their eyes, wagging their heads and hands in such a fashion and deformity as it was monstrous to behold. 


      The sixth of August there died John Asbie of the bloody Flux. The ninth day died George Flowre of the swelling. The tenth day died William Bruster Gentleman, of a wound given by the Savages, and was buried the eleventh day. 


      The fourteenth day, Jerome Alikock Ancient, died of a wound, the same day Francis Midwinter, Edward Morris Corporal died suddenly. 


      The fifteenth day, there died Edward Browne and Stephen Galthrope. The sixteenth day, there died Thomas Gower Gentleman. The seventeenth day, there died Thomas Mounslic. The eighteenth day, there died Robert Pennington, and John Martine Gentleman. The nineteenth day, died Drue Pigasse Gentleman. The two and twentieth day of August, there died Captain Bartholomew Gosnold one of our Council, he was honorably buried, having all the Ordnance in the Fort shot off with many volleys of small shot.
[Death of Cap. Bart Gosnold.]


      After Captain Gosnold death, the Council could hardly agree by the dissention of Captain Kendall, which afterward was committed about heinous matters which was proved against him. 


      The four and twentieth day, died Edward Harrington and George Walker, and were buried the same day. The six and twentieth day, died Kenelme Throgmortine. The seven and twentieth day died William Roods. The eight and twentieth day died Thomas Stoodie, Cape Merchant.


      The fourth day of September died Thomas Jacob Sergeant. The fift day, there died Benjamin Beast. Our men were destroyed with cruel diseases as Swellings, Fluxes, Burning Fevers, and by wars, and some departed suddenly, but for the most part they died of mere famine. 
[Miserable famine.]
There were never Englishmen left in a foreign Country in such misery as we were in this new discovered Virginia. Wee watched every three nights lying on the bare cold ground what weather so ever came warded all the next day, which brought our men to bee most feeble wretches, our food was but a small Can of Barley sod in water to five men a day, our drink cold water taken out of the River, which was at a flood very salt, at a low tide full of slime and filth, which was the destruction of many of our men. Thus, we lived for the space of five months in this miserable distress, not having five able men to man our Bulwarks upon any occasion. If it had not pleased God to have put a terror in the Savages hearts, we had all perished by those vile and cruel Pagans, being in that weak estate as we were; our men night and day groaning in every corner of the Fort most pitiful to here, if there were any conscience in men, it would make their harts to bleed to here the pitiful murmurings & out-cries of our sick men without relief every night and day for the space of six weeks, some departing out of the World, many times three or four in a night, in the morning their bodies trailed out of their Cabins like Dogs to be buried: in this sort did I see the mortalities of divers of our people.    
[Gods goodness.]
It pleased God, after a while, to send those people which were our mortal enemies to relieve us with victuals, as Bread, Corn, Fish and Flesh in great plenty, which was the setting up of our feeble men, otherwise wee had all perished. Also we were frequented by divers Kings in the Country, bringing us store of provision to our great comfort. 


      The eleventh day, there was certain articles laid against Master Wingfield which was then President, thereupon he was not only displaced out of his President ship, but also from being of the Council. Afterwards Captain John Radcliff was chosen President. 


      The eighteenth day, died one Ellis Kinistone which was starved to death with cold. The same day at night, died one Richard Simmons. The nineteenth day, there died one Thomas Mouton.     
[He was a made man.]
William White (having lived with the Natives) reported to us of their customs in the morning by break of day, before they eat or drink both men, women and children, that be above ten years of age runs into the water, there washes themselves a good while till the Sun rise, then offer Sacrifice to it, strewing Tobacco on the water or Land, honoring the Sun as their God, likewise they doe at the setting of the Sun.
[The rest is omitted, being more fully set down in Cap. Smiths Relations.]


Handout 7a

First Hand Accounts of Virginia, 1575-1705


From the Virtual Jamestown Project


A True Relation of Such Occurrences and Accidents of Note as Hath Hapned in Virginia Since the First Planting of that Colony, which is now resident in the South part thereof, till the last returne from thence.

Written by Captaine Smith one of the said Collony, to a worshipfull friend of his in England


 
John Smith 
LONDON
Printed for John Tappe, and are to bee solde at the Greyhound in Paules-Church yard, by W.W.
1608


Excerpt:


       Captaine Newport having set things in order, set saile for England the 22 of June, leaving provision for 13. or 14 weeks. The day before the Ships departure, the king of Pamaunke [i.e., Opechancanough] sent the Indian that had met us before in our discoverie, to assure us peace, our fort being then pallisadoed round, and all our men in good health and comfort, albeit, that throgh some discontented humors, it did not so long continue, for the President and Captaine Gosnold, with the rest of the Counsell being for the moste part discontented with one another, in so much, that things were neither carried with that discretion nor any busines effected in such good sort as wisdome would, nor our owne good and safetie required thereby, and through the hard dealings of our President, the rest of the counsell being diverslie affected through his audacious commaund, and for Captaine Martin, (albeit verie honest) and wishing the best good, yet so sicke and weake, and my selfe disgrac'd through others mallice, through which disorder God (being angrie with us) plagued us with such famin and sicknes, that the living were scarce able to bury the dead: our want of sufficiene and good victualls, with continuall watching foure or five each night at three Bulwarkes, being the chiefe cause: onely of Sturgion wee had great store, whereon our men would so greedily surfet, as it cost manye their lives: the Sack, Aquatie, and other preservatives for our health, being kept onely in the Presidents hands, for his owne diet, and his few associates. 


      Shortly after Captaine Gosnold fell sicke, and within three weeks died, Captaine Ratcliffe being then also verie sicke and weake, and my selfe having also tasted of the extremitie therof, but by Gods assistance being well recovered. Kendall about this time, for divers reasens deposed from being of the Councell: and shortly after it pleased God (in our extremity) to move the Indians to bring us Corne, ere it was halfe ripe, to refresh us, when we rather expected when they would destroy us: 


      About the tenth of September there was about 46. of our men dead, at which time Captaine Wingefield having ordred the affaires in such sort that he was generally hated of all, in which respect with one consent he was deposed from his presidencie, and Captaine Ratcliffe according to his course was elected. 


      Our provision now being within twentie dayes spent, the Indians brought us great store both of Corne and bread ready made: and also there came such aboundance of Fowles into the Rivers, as greatly refreshed our weake estates, where uppon many of our weake men were presently able to goe abroad. 


      As yet we had no houses to cover us, our tents were rotten and our Cabbins worse than nought: our best commodities was Yron which we made into little chissels. 


      The president, and Captaine Martins sicknes, me to be Cape Marchant, and yet to spare no paines in making houses for the company, who notwithstanding our misery, little ceased their mallice, grudging and muttering. 


      As at this time were most of our chiefest men either sicke or discontented, the rest being in such dispaire, as they would rather starve and rot with idleness, then be persuaded to do any thing for their owne reliefe without constraint: our victualles being now within eighteene dayes spent, and the Indians trade decreasing, I was sent to the mouth of the river to Kegquohtan an Indian Towne, to trade for Corne, and try the river for Fish, but our fishing we could not effect by reason of the stormy weather. The Indians thinking us neare famished, with carelesse kindnes, offered us little pieces of bread and small handfulls of beanes or wheat, for a hatchet or a piece of copper: In like maner I entertained their kindnes, and in like scorne offered them like commodities, but the Children, or any that shewe extraordinary kundnes, I liberally confronted with free gifte such trifles as wel contented them. 


Handout 7b


First Hand Accounts of Virginia, 1575-1705


From the Virtual Jamestown Project


Corrected Spelling
 
John Smith 
LONDON
Printed for John Tappe, and are to bee sold at the Greyhound in Paules-Church yard, by W.W.
1608


Excerpt:


       Captain Newport having set things in order, set sail for England the 22 of June, leaving provision for 13. or 14 weeks. The day before the Ships departure, the king of Pamaunke [i.e., Opechancanough] sent the Indian that had met us before in our discovery, to assure us peace, our fort being then palisade round, and all our men in good health and comfort, albeit, that through some discontented humors, it did not so long continue, for the President and Captain Gosnold, with the rest of the Counsel being for the most part discontented with one another, in so much, that things were neither carried with that discretion nor any business effected in such good sort as wisdom would, nor our own good and safety required thereby, and through the hard dealings of our President, the rest of the counsel being diversely affected through his audacious command, and for Captain Martin, (albeit very honest) and wishing the best good, yet so sick and weak, and myself disgraced through others malice, through which disorder God (being angry with us) plagued us with such famine and sickness, that the living were scarce able to bury the dead: our want of sufficient and good victuals, with continual watching four or five each night at three Bulwarks, being the chief cause: only of Sturgeon wee had great store, where on our men would so greedily surfeit, as it cost many their lives: the Sack, Aquatie, and other preservatives for our health, being kept only in the Presidents hands, for his own diet, and his few associates. 


      Shortly after Captain Gosnold fell sick, and within three weeks died, Captain Radcliffe being then also very sick and weak, and myself having also tasted of the extremities thereof, but by Gods assistance being well recovered. Kendall about this time, for diverse reasons deposed from being of the Counsel: and shortly after it pleased God (in our extremity) to move the Indians to bring us Corn, ere it was half ripe, to refresh us, when we rather expected when they would destroy us: 


      About the tenth of September there was about 46. of our men dead, at which time Captain Wingefield having ordered the affaires in such sort that he was generally hated of all, in which respect with one consent he was deposed from his presidency, and Captain Ratcliffe according to his course was elected. 


      Our provision now being within twenty days spent, the Indians brought us great store both of Corn and bread readymade: and also there came such abundance of Fowls into the Rivers, as greatly refreshed our weak estates, where upon many of our weak men were presently able to go abroad. 


      As yet we had no houses to cover us, our tents were rotten and our Cabins worse than naught: our best commodities was Iron which we made into little chisels. 


      The president, and Captain Martins sickness, me to be Cape Merchant, and yet to spare no pains in making houses for the company, who notwithstanding our misery, little ceased their malice, grudging and muttering. 


      As at this time were most of our chiefest men either sick or discontented, the rest being in such despair, as they would rather starve and rot with idleness, then be persuaded to do anything for their own relief without constraint: our victual’s being now within eighteen days spent, and the Indians trade decreasing, I was sent to the mouth of the river to Kegquohtan an Indian Towne, to trade for Corn, and try the river for Fish, but our fishing we could not effect by reason of the stormy weather. The Indians thinking us near famished, with careless kindness, offered us little pieces of bread and small handfuls of beans or wheat, for a hatchet or a piece of copper: In like manner I entertained their kindness, and in like scorn offered them like commodities, but the Children, or any that showed extraordinary kindness, I liberally confronted with free gifts such trifles as well contented them. 


Handout 8

Primary Document Notes

Directions: Record all details from the life and experiences of each writer found in the documents given to you.


		George Percy






		



		John Smith



		





Handout 9


Chart


		

		Percy

		Smith



		Writer's occupation




		

		



		Description of surrounding




		

		



		Interactions




		

		



		Emotions




		

		





Handout 10

Learning Log entry 


Directions: Using all the information gathered in this lesson, complete the following


statement and then finally answer the LEQ (Lesson Essential Question).


Statement:


I have studied the following two documents:
___________________________________________________________
and ___________________________________________________________
The first document, __________________________________________________________,
was based on the experiences of a person who: 


__________________________________________________________.
The second document, __________________________________________________________,
was based on the experiences of a person who:


__________________________________________________________.


LEQ: What perspective(s) is evident in historical materials relating to Jamestown?


Based on my studies, I conclude that ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

Handout 11


Newspaper Analysis












          


Handout 12










Handout 13


Mayflower Compact


In the name of God, Amen. We, whose names are underwritten, the loyal subjects of our dread sovereigne Lord, King James, by the grace of God, of Great Britaine, France, and Ireland king, defender of the faith, etc., having undertaken, for the glory of God, and advancement of the Christian faith, and honour of our king and country, a voyage to plant the first colony in the Northerne parts of Virginia, doe, by these presents, solemnly and mutually in the presence of God, and one of another, covenant and combine ourselves together into a civill body politick, for our better ordering and preservation and furtherance of the ends aforesaid; and by virtue hereof to enacte, constitute, and frame such just and equall laws, ordinances, acts, constitutions, and offices, from time to time, as shall be thought most meete and convenient for the generall good of the Colonie unto which we promise all due submission and obedience. In witness whereof we have hereunder subscribed our names at Cap-Codd the 11, of November, in the year of the raigne of our sovereigne lord, King James, of England, France, and Ireland, the eighteenth, and of Scotland the fiftie-fourth. Anno. Dom. 1620.

Handout 14 William Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation



In the original 17th century spelling
"They begane now to gather in ye small harvest they had, and to fitte up their houses and dwellings against winter, being all well recovered in health & strenght, and had all things in good plenty; fFor as some were thus imployed in affairs abroad, others were excersised in fishing, aboute codd, & bass, & other fish, of which yey tooke good store, of which every family had their portion. All ye somer ther was no want.  And now begane to come in store of foule, as winter approached, of which this place did abound when they came first (but afterward decreased by degrees).  And besids water foule, ther was great store of wild Turkies, of which they tooke many, besids venison, &c. Besids, they had about a peck a meale a weeke to a person, or now since harvest, Indean corn to yt proportion.  Which made many afterwards write so largly of their plenty hear to their freinds in England, which were not fained,  but true reports."

In modern spelling
"They began now to gather in the small harvest they had, and to fit up their houses and dwellings against winter, being all well recovered in health and strength and had all things in good plenty.  For as some were thus employed in affairs abroad, others were exercised in fishing, about cod and bass and other fish, of which they took good store, of which every family had their portion. All the summer there was no want; and now began to come in store of fowl, as winter approached, of which this place did abound when they came first (but afterward decreased by degrees).  And besides waterfowl there was great store of wild turkeys, of which they took many, besides venison, etc. Besides, they had about a peck of meal a week to a person, or now since harvest, Indian corn to that proportion.  Which made many afterwards write so largely of their plenty here to their friends in England, which were not feigned but true reports."

Handout 15


Mourt’s Relation: A Journal of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, Part II


A JOURNEY TO POKANOKET, 


The Habitation of the Great King MASSASOIT; 


As also our Message, the Answer and entertainment we had of HIM. 


 SHAPE  \* MERGEFORMAT 




(1) It seemed good to the company for many considerations to send some amongst them to Massasoit, the greatest commander amongst the savages bordering upon us; partly to know where to find them if occasion served, as also to see their strength, discover the country, prevent abuses in their disorderly coming unto us, make satisfaction for some conceived injuries to be done on our parts, and to continue the league of peace and friendship between them and us. For these, and the like ends, it pleased the governor to make choice of Stephen Hopkins, and Edward Winslow to go unto him, and having a fit opportunity, by reason of a savage called Tisquantum (that could speak English) coming unto us; with all expedition provided a horseman's coat of red cotton, and laced with a slight lace, for a present, that both they and their message might be the more acceptable amongst them. 


(3) With these presents and message we set forth the tenth June, about nine o'clock in the morning, our guide resolving that night to rest at Nemasket, a town under Massasoit, and conceived by us to be very near, because the inhabitants flocked so thick upon every slight occasion amongst us:  but we found it to be some fifteen English miles. On the way we found some ten or twelve men, women, and children, which had pestered us till we were weary of them, perceiving that (as the manner of them all is) where victual is easiest to be got, there they live, especially in the summer: by reason whereof, our bay affording many lobsters, they resort every spring-tide thither; and now returned with us to Nemasket. Thither we came about three o'clock after noon, the inhabitants entertaining us with joy, in the best manner they could, giving us a kind of bread called by them maizium, and the spawn of shads, which then they got in abundance, insomuch as they gave us spoons to eat them. With these they boiled musty acors, but of the shads we ate heartily. After this they desired one of our men to shoot a crow, complaining what damage they sustained in their corn by them, who shooting some fourscore off and killing, they much admired it, as other shots on other occasions.


Handout 16


Sin and the Danger of Self Love


Robert Cushman




Handout 17


Original Source: Purpose


Choose one of the options under each section below.  You will create an original source reflecting the purpose you selected.  Be sure to include language, illustrations and details that reflect your purpose.  


You and a classmate will trade sources and using the strategies you used in this lesson, determine your classmate’s purpose. 


For example, I might choose to write a newspaper article persuading others to vacation in Hawaii. (Persuade, Vacation, Newspaper Article)  I would use persuasive language when describing appealing attributes of Hawaii, without using the term “persuade.”


		Choose One: Purpose

		Choose One: Topic

		Choose One: Source



		Entertain

		Vacation

		Photograph/Picture



		Express

		Competition

		Letter/Email



		Persuade

		New Class

		Journal/Diary/Blog



		Inform

		Book/Movie/Video Game

		Newspaper/Magazine Article





Use the space below to brainstorm your ideas.  You may use the back if you need more room.








Directions: 


The following is an excerpt from John White’s journal that details his return to Roanoke in the year 1590. As you read through the passage highlight any information you come across that mentions what John White found when he returned to Roanoke. This information will help you as you explore the myths behind the Lost Colony: Roanoke!





A.





B.





To the Editor:��On October 24 residents in the Sunny Side School District will vote on a referendum that will transfer funds in an effort to increase technology within the district.  There will be no tax increase and no change in the tax rate if the referendum passes. There will be funds to provide Sunny Side students with computers, tech equipment and software, including Smart Boards and accelerated programs in reading and math. The money is necessary if these students are to receive the education they deserve.  Our future depends on it.��I believe this vote will help determine the future of our state.  Companies that will create good paying jobs won’t come here if we don’t have good public schools.  We must act now!��This referendum is more than an opportunity to bring much needed technology to our classrooms. It can bring high-tech industry to our county and our state.  Share the news with all of your neighbors and send the message that our public schools are important to us by voting “yes” on Oct. 24.





Tomorrow: Mainly sunny. High 38F. Winds WNW at 5 to 10 mph.





C.





D.





The Super Sluggers are the best baseball team around.  With a solid pitching staff and an all-star line-up, they are the team to beat this year.  Last minute trades have resulted in an impressive outfield.  I can’t wait to sit in the stands and cheer for them.  I will be there for every home game!  Season ticket holders have lucked out this year.  No doubt they will have one of the best records in baseball history.








inform














express





Purpose





entertain





persuade



















Handout 4

Venn Diagram










Colonization for England

Roanoke: The First Colony















England began to establish colonies in 

North America during the late 1500s.



Why?

New colonies would provide new markets and important raw materials for English industries.













The First Attempt at Roanoke

		Established 1585

		Set up on the coast of what is present day North Carolina.

		Abandoned 1 year later due to a lack of supplies and unfriendly interactions with local Indians.















The Second Attempt at Roanoke

		Established 1587

		120 men, women, and children rebuilt the colony on the original land.

		Disappeared after John White returned to England for supplies. The only clue to what happened to them was the carving on a tree that said CROATOAN















The Lost Colony

A short story of one of the worlds greatest mysteries!

Twenty years before Jamestown was founded, 120 men, women, and 

and children arrived on the stormy shores of North Carolina in hopes

of founding the first successful English colony in the New World.















They were not the first to land there. Two years earlier another group of

colonists gave up trying to settle this land and sailed back to England.

This abandoned colony had left behind 15 soldiers to guard the fort, but

they vanished into the wilderness after local Indians attacked them.

 The new colonists chose to stay here anyway and rebuild the village.















The new colony struggled from the beginning. They arrived too late to

plant crops, and had to rely on the few friendly Indians in the area to help

them survive. Soon after, John White decided that he must return to

England for more supplies. He left just 9 days after the birth of his

granddaughter, Virginia Dare, the first English child born in new world.   















John White returned to England for much-needed supplies, but his plan

for a quick return to Roanoke was lost after stormy seas and a war 

between England and Spain kept him from returning for 3 years.















When John White finally returned to the colony in 1590 he found it

deserted. All that was left was a fort, trunks of destroyed supplies, bare

footprints in the sandy soil, and the word CROATOAN carved on a tree.  















Before White left the colonists in 1587 they set up a communication 

plan in case they needed to leave the area before his return. 

The colonists were to mark their destination on a tree, and if they were 

facing danger they were to carve a cross next to the destination. 



The missing colonists of Roanoke were never found, 

and their disappearance is still a History Mystery Today! 













What Happened to the Colonists at Roanoke?



















    And hauing well considered of this, we passed toward the place where they were left in sundry houses, but we found the houses taken downe, and the place very strongly enclosed with a high palisado of great trees, with cortynes and flankers very Fort-like, and one of the chiefe trees or postes at the right side of the entrance had the barke taken off, and 5. foote from the ground in fayre Capitall letters was grauen CROATOAN without any crosse or signe of distresse.

John White’s Journal Entry














Handout 18




Original Source: Purpose


Choose one of the options under each section below.  You will create an original source reflecting the purpose you selected.  Be sure to include language, illustrations and details that reflect your purpose.  


You and a classmate will trade sources and using the strategies you used in this lesson, determine your classmate’s purpose. 


For example, I might choose to write a newspaper article persuading others to vacation in Hawaii. (Persuade, Vacation, Newspaper Article)  I would use persuasive language when describing appealing attributes of Hawaii, without using the term “persuade.”


		Choose One: Purpose

		Choose One: Topic

		Choose One: Source



		Entertain

		Vacation

		Photograph/Picture



		Express

		Competition

		Letter/Email



		Persuade

		New Class

		Journal/Diary/Blog



		Inform

		Book/Movie/Video Game

		Newspaper/Magazine Article





Use the space below to brainstorm your ideas.  You may use the back if you need more room.






Handout 10


Activity Summary


Directions:  Using the information from your Venn Diagram and Document Notes handouts, answer the following questions.  Be sure to be able to back up your answers with evidence from the documents.


Questions:


1. What differences can be identified between the two documents? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Are there any differences in the writers' occupations? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Are there any differences in the writers' the descriptions of their surroundings? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Are there any differences in the writers' interactions with other settlers? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Are there any differences in the writers' interactions with Native Americans living in the area? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Are there any differences in the writers' emotions expressed in their writing? ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________


Handout 14




Mayflower Compact


In the name of God, Amen. We, whose names are underwritten, the loyal subjects of our dread sovereigne Lord, King James, by the grace of God, of Great Britaine, France, and Ireland king, defender of the faith, etc., having undertaken, for the glory of God, and advancement of the Christian faith, and honour of our king and country, a voyage to plant the first colony in the Northerne parts of Virginia, doe, by these presents, solemnly and mutually in the presence of God, and one of another, covenant and combine ourselves together into a civill body politick, for our better ordering and preservation and furtherance of the ends aforesaid; and by virtue hereof to enacte, constitute, and frame such just and equall laws, ordinances, acts, constitutions, and offices, from time to time, as shall be thought most meete and convenient for the generall good of the Colonie unto which we promise all due submission and obedience. In witness whereof we have hereunder subscribed our names at Cap-Codd the 11, of November, in the year of the raigne of our sovereigne lord, King James, of England, France, and Ireland, the eighteenth, and of Scotland the fiftie-fourth. Anno. Dom. 1620.





Handout 16




Mourt’s Relation: A Journal of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, Part II


A JOURNEY TO POKANOKET, 


The Habitation of the Great King MASSASOIT; 


As also our Message, the Answer and entertainment we had of HIM. 





(1) It seemed good to the company for many considerations to send some amongst them to Massasoit, the greatest commander amongst the savages bordering upon us; partly to know where to find them if occasion served, as also to see their strength, discover the country, prevent abuses in their disorderly coming unto us, make satisfaction for some conceived injuries to be done on our parts, and to continue the league of peace and friendship between them and us. For these, and the like ends, it pleased the governor to make choice of Stephen Hopkins, and Edward Winslow to go unto him, and having a fit opportunity, by reason of a savage called Tisquantum (that could speak English) coming unto us; with all expedition provided a horseman's coat of red cotton, and laced with a slight lace, for a present, that both they and their message might be the more acceptable amongst them. 


(3) With these presents and message we set forth the tenth June, about nine o'clock in the morning, our guide resolving that night to rest at Nemasket, a town under Massasoit, and conceived by us to be very near, because the inhabitants flocked so thick upon every slight occasion amongst us:  but we found it to be some fifteen English miles. On the way we found some ten or twelve men, women, and children, which had pestered us till we were weary of them, perceiving that (as the manner of them all is) where victual is easiest to be got, there they live, especially in the summer: by reason whereof, our bay affording many lobsters, they resort every spring-tide thither; and now returned with us to Nemasket. Thither we came about three o'clock after noon, the inhabitants entertaining us with joy, in the best manner they could, giving us a kind of bread called by them maizium, and the spawn of shads, which then they got in abundance, insomuch as they gave us spoons to eat them. With these they boiled musty acors, but of the shads we ate heartily. After this they desired one of our men to shoot a crow, complaining what damage they sustained in their corn by them, who shooting some fourscore off and killing, they much admired it, as other shots on other occasions.



Handout 6B


First Hand Accounts of Virginia, 1575-1705


From the Virtual Jamestown Project


(corrected spelling)


Observations gathered out of a Discourse of the Plantation of the Southern Colony in Virginia by the English, 1606.

Written by that Honorable Gentleman, Master George Percy.

Excerpt:


       Captain Newport being gone for England, leaving us (one hundred and four persons) very bare and scanty of victuals, furthermore in wares and in danger of the Savages. We hoped after a supply which Captain Newport promised within twenty weeks. But if the beginners of this action doe carefully further us, the Country being so fruitful, it would be as great a profit to the Realm of England, as the Indies to the King of Spain, if this River which wee have found had been discovered in the time of war with Spain, it would have been a commodity to our Realm, and a great annoyance to our enemies. The seven and twentieth of July the King of Rapahanna, demanded a Canoe which was restored, lifted up his hand to the Sun, which they worship as their God, besides he laid his hand on his heart, that he would be our special friend. It is a general rule of these people when they swore by their God, which is the Sun, no Christian will keep their Oath better upon this promise. 
[The Savages use to sacrifice to the Sun.]
These people have a great reverence to the Sun above all other things at the rising and setting of the same, they sit down lifting up their hands and eyes to the Sun making a round Circle on the ground with dried tobacco, then they began to pray making many Devilish gestures with a Hellish noise foaming at the mouth, staring with their eyes, wagging their heads and hands in such a fashion and deformity as it was monstrous to behold. 


      The sixth of August there died John Asbie of the bloody Flux. The ninth day died George Flowre of the swelling. The tenth day died William Bruster Gentleman, of a wound given by the Savages, and was buried the eleventh day. 


      The fourteenth day, Jerome Alikock Ancient, died of a wound, the same day Francis Midwinter, Edward Morris Corporal died suddenly. 


      The fifteenth day, there died Edward Browne and Stephen Galthrope. The sixteenth day, there died Thomas Gower Gentleman. The seventeenth day, there died Thomas Mounslic. The eighteenth day, there died Robert Pennington, and John Martine Gentleman. The nineteenth day, died Drue Pigasse Gentleman. The two and twentieth day of August, there died Captain Bartholomew Gosnold one of our Council, he was honorably buried, having all the Ordnance in the Fort shot off with many volleys of small shot.
[Death of Cap. Bart Gosnold.]


      After Captain Gosnold death, the Council could hardly agree by the dissention of Captain Kendall, which afterward was committed about heinous matters which was proved against him. 


      The four and twentieth day, died Edward Harrington and George Walker, and were buried the same day. The six and twentieth day, died Kenelme Throgmortine. The seven and twentieth day died William Roods. The eight and twentieth day died Thomas Stoodie, Cape Merchant.


      The fourth day of September died Thomas Jacob Sergeant. The fift day, there died Benjamin Beast. Our men were destroyed with cruel diseases as Swellings, Fluxes, Burning Fevers, and by wars, and some departed suddenly, but for the most part they died of mere famine. 
[Miserable famine.]
There were never Englishmen left in a foreign Country in such misery as we were in this new discovered Virginia. Wee watched every three nights lying on the bare cold ground what weather so ever came warded all the next day, which brought our men to bee most feeble wretches, our food was but a small Can of Barley sod in water to five men a day, our drink cold water taken out of the River, which was at a flood very salt, at a low tide full of slime and filth, which was the destruction of many of our men. Thus, we lived for the space of five months in this miserable distress, not having five able men to man our Bulwarks upon any occasion. If it had not pleased God to have put a terror in the Savages hearts, we had all perished by those vile and cruel Pagans, being in that weak estate as we were; our men night and day groaning in every corner of the Fort most pitiful to here, if there were any conscience in men, it would make their harts to bleed to here the pitiful murmurings & out-cries of our sick men without relief every night and day for the space of six weeks, some departing out of the World, many times three or four in a night, in the morning their bodies trailed out of their Cabins like Dogs to be buried: in this sort did I see the mortalities of divers of our people. 


      
[Gods goodness.]
It pleased God, after a while, to send those people which were our mortal enemies to relieve us with victuals, as Bread, Corn, Fish and Flesh in great plenty, which was the setting up of our feeble men, otherwise wee had all perished. Also we were frequented by divers Kings in the Country, bringing us store of provision to our great comfort. 


      The eleventh day, there was certain articles laid against Master Wingfield which was then President, thereupon he was not only displaced out of his President ship, but also from being of the Council. Afterwards Captain John Radcliff was chosen President. 


      The eighteenth day, died one Ellis Kinistone which was starved to death with cold. The same day at night, died one Richard Simmons. The nineteenth day, there died one Thomas Mouton. 


      
[He was a made man.]
William White (having lived with the Natives) reported to us of their customs in the morning by break of day, before they eat or drink both men, women and children, that be above ten years of age runs into the water, there washes themselves a good while till the Sun rise, then offer Sacrifice to it, strewing Tobacco on the water or Land, honoring the Sun as their God, likewise they doe at the setting of the Sun.
[The rest is omitted, being more fully set down in Cap. Smiths Relations.]



Lesson # 1 


  


Learning the Lingo 


Michelle Freidel 


  


Lesson Description: This is the introduction lesson to the Analysis of Early Colonial Accounts Unit. Students will be introduced to the vocabulary that they will be using during the course of the unit. The lesson will close with an activity that introduces credibility. 


  


Time Required: This lesson can be completed in one 45 minute class period, or half of a 90 minute block class. 


  


Essential Question Addressed: What types of documents and analysis help us to understand historical events? 


  


Enduring Understanding: Students will understand that learning and using vocabulary helps to create a lasting understanding of the word.


  


 Materials: 


1. light colored construction or colored computer paper 


2. vocabulary foldable directions (Additional Materials 1)  


3. "Who would you trust?" activity page (Handout 1) 


4. "Student Learning Log" (Handout 2) 


  


Procedures: 


1. Introduce the Lesson Essential Question (What types of documents are used in history, and how are they analyzed?) to the entire class. Ask the students “Does anyone think they may know what types of documents are used in history? Does anyone know how we analyze these documents? Before we start using historical documents and materials it is important that we understand the lingo, or language that will help us to analyze them. To do this we are going to create a “four-door” vocabulary book.”  The “four-door” vocabulary book comes from the Big Book of Social Studies by Dinah Zike M.Ed. At this time each student should receive one pair of scissors, and 3 pieces of construction or computer paper.  The directions for the vocabulary book should either be posted on a projector, the overhead, or each student/pair should have a set of directions to follow. The directions  are included as a handout (see additional materials 1).  Instruct the students to leave all of their materials on the desk until they have permission to start. This will allow you to demonstrate how to create the book.


2. Demonstrate how to create the “four-door” vocabulary book, and then let the students finish the second and third page. (You should limit the amount of time to no more than 10 minutes)  


 


3. Once all of the students have completed the creation of their book start introducing the vocabulary. Follow the steps below for each of the vocabulary words. The vocabulary words for this unit are: artifact, primary source, secondary source, credible, corroborate, bias, perspective, purpose, propaganda, inform, and persuade.  


  


            a. Introduce the word in a sentence.  


            b. Have the students write the word on the front flap.  


            c. Ask the students to hypothesize what the word means. Ask 


                for 1 or 2 students to share and then move on.  


           d. Display the definition and have the students copy down the  


               definition on the back side of the flap directly behind the 


               word they are defining. **Remind the students to leave 


               room for a picture or example below the definition.  


  


4.  After you have gone over all of the definitions and the students have finished copying them down they will need to put their foldable away.  It will not be used again until the next days lesson.  As the students put the foldables away pass out  the "Who would you trust?" worksheet (handout 1). This activity was created by Fran O'Malley. Each student should receive their own worksheet. You may want to have a copy of the activity on the overhead or scanned into your computer if you have an LCD projector.  Once every student has the handout have a student read through the directions of the activity.  After checking to make sure everyone understands start the activity by reading the given scenario out loud to the class. Next allow the students 5 minutes to construct an answer and support their reasoning with details. You may need to read through the scenario a second or third time to help the auditory learners understand what is going on. You may also want to ask some of the following questions as the students work on the activity individually. 


     


    Which students would not be helpful? 


    Which students would you trust? 


    Are all of the students credible? 


    Are any of the students biased? 


  


 After the five minutes are up have the students put down their pencils and ask one student to share his or her opinion of who they would trust and why.  Allow a class discussion to occur at this time. The students can agree or disagree with each other, but they need to support their reason with information from the scenario. Your job is to guide the discussion so it remains on task.  As the discussion begins to die down, or as you near the last 5 minutes of class you will want to have the class come up with a final decision by asking the class to vote on who is the best source for the teacher to ask. To close, pass out the "Student Learning Log." (Handout 2)  


  


Debrief:  As a whole class, review the Essential Question: What types of documents and analysis help us to understand historical events?


  


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”):


Teacher will check for understanding by having students complete the first block of the learning log (Handout 2).  Students will answer the lessons Essential Question "What types of documents and analysis are used in history?"



Handout 6A


First Hand Accounts of Virginia, 1575-1705


From the Virtual Jamestown Project


Observations gathered out of a Discourse of the Plantation of the Southerne Colonie in Virginia by the English, 1606.

Written by that Honorable Gentleman, Master George Percy.

Excerpt:


       Captaine Newport being gone for England, leaving us (one hundred and foure persons) verie bare and scantie of victualls, furthermore in warres and in danger of the Savages. We hoped after a supply which Captaine Newport promised within twentie weekes. But if the beginners of this action doe carefully further us, the Country being so fruitfull, it would be as great a profit to the Realme of England, as the Indies to the King of Spaine, if this River which wee have found had beene discovered in the time of warre with Spaine, it would have beene a commoditie to our Realme, and a great annoyance to our enemies. The seven and twentieth of July the King of Rapahanna, demanded a Canoa which was restored, lifted up his hand to the Sunne, which they worship as their God, besides he laid his hand on his heart, that he would be our speciall friend. It is a generall rule of these people when they swere by their God which is the Sunne, no Christian will keepe their Oath better upon this promise. 
[The Savages use to sacrifice to the Sunne.]
These people have a great reverence to the Sunne above all other things at the rising and setting of the same, they sit downe lifting up their hands and eyes to the Sunne making a round Circle on the ground with dried tobacco, then they began to pray making many Devillish gestures with a Hellish noise foming at the mouth, staring with their eyes, wagging their heads and hands in such a fashion and deformitie as it was monstrous to behold. 


      The sixt of August there died John Asbie of the bloudie Fluxe. The ninth day died George Flowre of the swelling. The tenth day died William Bruster Gentleman, of a wound given by the Savages, and was buried the eleventh day. 


      The fourteenth day, Jerome Alikock Ancient, died of a wound, the same day Francis Midwinter, Edward Moris Corporalldied suddenly. 


      The fifteenth day, there died Edward Browne and Stephen Galthrope. The sixteenth day, there died Thomas Gower Gentleman. The seventeenth day, there died Thomas Mounslic. The eighteenth day, there died Robert Pennington, and John Martine Gentleman. The nineteenth day, died Drue Pigasse Gentleman. The two and twentieth day of August, there died Captaine Bartholomew Gosnold one of our Councell, he was honourably buried, having all the Ordnance in the Fort shot off with many vollies of small shot.
[Death of Cap. Bart Gosnold.]


      After Captaine Gosnols death, the Councell could hardly agree by the dissention of Captaine Kendall, which afterward was committed about hainous matters which was proved against him. 


      The foure and twentieth day, died Edward Harington and George Walker, and were buried the same day. The sixe and twentieth day, died Kenelme Throgmortine. The seven and twentieth day died William Roods. The eight and twentieth day died Thomas Stoodie, Cape Merchant.


      The fourth day of September died Thomas Jacob Sergeant. The fift day, there died Benjamin Beast. Our men were destroyed with cruell diseases as Swellings, Fluxes, Burning Fevers, and by warres, and some departed suddenly, but for the most part they died of meere famine. 
[Miserable famine.]
There were never Englishmen left in a forreigne Countrey in such miserie as wee were in this new discovered Virginia. Wee watched every three nights lying on the bare cold ground what weather soever came warded all the next day, which brought our men to bee most feeble wretches, our food was but a small Can of Barleie sod in water to five men a day, our drinke cold water taken out of the River, which was at a floud verie salt, at a low tide full of slime and filth, which was the destruction of many of our men. Thus, we lived for the space of five moneths in this miserable distresse, not having five able men to man our Bulwarkes upon any occasion. If it had not pleased God to have put a terrour in the Savages hearts, we had all perished by those vild and cruell Pagans, being in that weake estate as we were; our men night and day groaning in every corner of the Fort most pittifull to heare, if there were any conscience in men, it would make their harts to bleed to heare the pittiful murmurings & out-cries of our sick men without reliefe every night and day for the space of sixe weekes, some departing out of the World, many times three or foure in a night, in the morning their bodies trailed out of their Cabines like Dogges to be buried: in this sort did I see the mortalitie of divers of our people. 


      
[Gods goodnesse.]
It pleased God, after a while, to send those people which were our mortall enemies to releeve us with victuals, as Bread, Corne, Fish and Flesh in great plentie, which was the setting up of our feeble men, otherwise wee had all perished. Also we were frequented by divers Kings in the Countrie, bringing us store of provision to our great comfort. 


      The eleventh day, there was certain articles laid against Master Wingfield which was then President, thereupon he was not only displaced out of his President ship, but also from being of the Councell. Afterwards Captaine John Ratcliffe was chosen President. 


      The eighteenth day, died one Ellis Kinistone which was starved to death with cold. The same day at night, died one Richard Simmons. The nineteenth day, there died one Thomas Mouton. 


      
[He was a made man.]
William White(having lived with the Natives) reported to us of their customes in the morning by breake of day, before they eate or drinke both men, women and children, that be above tenne yeeres of age runnes into the water, there washes themselves a good while till the Sunne riseth, then offer Sacrifice to it, strewing Tobacco on the water or Land, honouring the Sunne as their God, likewise they doe at the setting of the Sunne.
[The rest is omitted, being more fully set downe in Cap. Smiths Relations.]



Handout 7


First Hand Accounts of Virginia, 1575-1705


From the Virtual Jamestown Project


A True Relation of Such Occurrences and Accidents of Note as Hath Hapned in Virginia Since the First Planting of that Colony, which is now resident in the South part thereof, till the last returne from thence.

Written by Captaine Smith one of the said Collony, to a worshipfull friend of his in England


 
John Smith 
LONDON
Printed for John Tappe, and are to bee solde at the Greyhound in Paules-Church yard, by W.W.
1608


Excerpt:


       Captaine Newport having set things in order, set saile for England the 22 of June, leaving provision for 13. or 14 weeks. The day before the Ships departure, the king of Pamaunke [i.e., Opechancanough] sent the Indian that had met us before in our discoverie, to assure us peace, our fort being then pallisadoed round, and all our men in good health and comfort, albeit, that throgh some discontented humors, it did not so long continue, for the President and Captaine Gosnold, with the rest of the Counsell being for the moste part discontented with one another, in so much, that things were neither carried with that discretion nor any busines effected in such good sort as wisdome would, nor our owne good and safetie required thereby, and through the hard dealings of our President, the rest of the counsell being diverslie affected through his audacious commaund, and for Captaine Martin, (albeit verie honest) and wishing the best good, yet so sicke and weake, and my selfe disgrac'd through others mallice, through which disorder God (being angrie with us) plagued us with such famin and sicknes, that the living were scarce able to bury the dead: our want of sufficiene and good victualls, with continuall watching foure or five each night at three Bulwarkes, being the chiefe cause: onely of Sturgion wee had great store, whereon our men would so greedily surfet, as it cost manye their lives: the Sack, Aquatie, and other preservatives for our health, being kept onely in the Presidents hands, for his owne diet, and his few associates. 


      Shortly after Captaine Gosnold fell sicke, and within three weeks died, Captaine Ratcliffe being then also verie sicke and weake, and my selfe having also tasted of the extremitie therof, but by Gods assistance being well recovered. Kendall about this time, for divers reasens deposed from being of the Councell: and shortly after it pleased God (in our extremity) to move the Indians to bring us Corne, ere it was halfe ripe, to refresh us, when we rather expected when they would destroy us: 


      About the tenth of September there was about 46. of our men dead, at which time Captaine Wingefield having ordred the affaires in such sort that he was generally hated of all, in which respect with one consent he was deposed from his presidencie, and Captaine Ratcliffe according to his course was elected. 


      Our provision now being within twentie dayes spent, the Indians brought us great store both of Corne and bread ready made: and also there came such aboundance of Fowles into the Rivers, as greatly refreshed our weake estates, where uppon many of our weake men were presently able to goe abroad. 


      As yet we had no houses to cover us, our tents were rotten and our Cabbins worse than nought: our best commodities was Yron which we made into little chissels. 


      The president, and Captaine Martins sicknes, me to be Cape Marchant, and yet to spare no paines in making houses for the company, who notwithstanding our misery, little ceased their mallice, grudging and muttering. 


      As at this time were most of our chiefest men either sicke or discontented, the rest being in such dispaire, as they would rather starve and rot with idleness, then be persuaded to do any thing for their owne reliefe without constraint: our victualles being now within eighteene dayes spent, and the Indians trade decreasing, I was sent to the mouth of the river to Kegquohtan an Indian Towne, to trade for Corne, and try the river for Fish, but our fishing we could not effect by reason of the stormy weather. The Indians thinking us neare famished, with carelesse kindnes, offered us little pieces of bread and small handfulls of beanes or wheat, for a hatchet or a piece of copper: In like maner I entertained their kindnes, and in like scorne offered them like commodities, but the Children, or any that shewe extraordinary kundnes, I liberally confronted with free gifte such trifles as wel contented them. 



Handout 15




William Bradford, Of Plymouth Plantation



In the original 17th century spelling
"They begane now to gather in ye small harvest they had, and to fitte up their houses and dwellings against winter, being all well recovered in health & strenght, and had all things in good plenty; fFor as some were thus imployed in affairs abroad, others were excersised in fishing, aboute codd, & bass, & other fish, of which yey tooke good store, of which every family had their portion. All ye somer ther was no want.  And now begane to come in store of foule, as winter approached, of which this place did abound when they came first (but afterward decreased by degrees).  And besids water foule, ther was great store of wild Turkies, of which they tooke many, besids venison, &c. Besids, they had about a peck a meale a weeke to a person, or now since harvest, Indean corn to yt proportion.  Which made many afterwards write so largly of their plenty hear to their freinds in England, which were not fained,  but true reports."

In modern spelling
"They began now to gather in the small harvest they had, and to fit up their houses and dwellings against winter, being all well recovered in health and strength and had all things in good plenty.  For as some were thus employed in affairs abroad, others were exercised in fishing, about cod and bass and other fish, of which they took good store, of which every family had their portion. All the summer there was no want; and now began to come in store of fowl, as winter approached, of which this place did abound when they came first (but afterward decreased by degrees).  And besides waterfowl there was great store of wild turkeys, of which they took many, besides venison, etc. Besides, they had about a peck of meal a week to a person, or now since harvest, Indian corn to that proportion.  Which made many afterwards write so largely of their plenty here to their friends in England, which were not feigned but true reports."



Learning Log

		Question

		Answer



		What types of documents and analysis help us to understand historical events? 
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Handout 17


Sin and Danger of Self Love


Robert Cushman







Lesson # 2 


A History Mystery: The Lost Colony of Roanoke 


Michelle Freidel 


  


Lesson Description: In “A History Mystery,” students will first learn about the Lost Colony of Roanoke, and then practice verifying and supporting if a source is or is not credible.  They will use the primary document “John White’s Return to Roanoke” to corroborate five different myths about the fate of the “Lost Colony.” 


  


Time Required: This lesson can be completed in one 90 minute block, or two 45 minute class periods. 


  


Essential Question Addressed: How does one know if a source is credible? 


  


Enduring Understanding: Students will understand that the sources one uses to support conclusions about the past vary greatly in quality and need to be critically interrogated for credibility. 


  


Materials: 


1. Vocabulary Foldable (from Lesson 1) 


2. Student notebooks/binders/etc.     


3. PowerPoint on Roanoke (Additional Materials 2) 


4. Transcribed copy of “John White’s Return to Roanoke” (Handout 3) *One for each student 


5. Highlighters *One for each student 


6. Group Activity: Myth Worksheets (Handout 4a-4f) *One for each student 


5. Homework: “Determining Credibility in the News” (Handout 5) 


  


  


Procedures: 


1.       Start the lesson by saying "As we learn about the Lost Colony of Roanoke you will also practice determining if a source is credible. First we need to review your vocabulary words, so please take out the foldable that you created yesterday." (Any students who were absent should pick up an extra foldable that was constructed the day before and follow along with the rest of the class) Ask students to look at the words only.  Say: “Today we are going to be learning about Roanoke.  In our studies we will be using an artifact. What is an artifact?”  At this point have the students offer up what they think the word artifact means. Once the students have offered up their suggestions have them peak under the fold of the foldable to find the correct definition.  Complete this process again with the following vocabulary words and introductory statements. 


  


a.       primary source/secondary source: “To help us learn about what happened at Roanoke we will be using an entry from John White’s journal, and myths from different storybooks and newspaper articles. What kind of document is a journal?  What kind of document is a newspaper?” Have students check their answer with their foldable. 


b.      credible: “When using primary and secondary sources we must make sure that they are credible. What does it mean when something is credible? Have students offer up suggestions, then have them check their answer with their foldable before asking “Why is it important that we use credible sources?” 


c.       corroborate: “In order to determine if a source is credible it must be corroborated. What does corroborate mean?” Have students offer up their opinions, then have them check their answers with their foldable before asking “Today (“Tomorrow” - if this is a 45 min. class) we are going to have a chance to corroborate different myths about Roanoke, but first we must get our background information!” 


  


2.     Students should be asked to place their foldable in an easy to reach location and take out their notebooks/binders/etc.  At this time the teacher should give a ten-minute mini lesson using the PowerPoint on Roanoke.  If you do not have access to a projector to show the PowerPoint you can use the slides to create notes on the board or on a projector.  


  


3.     The PowerPoint (Additional Materials 3) consists of 12 slides.  The first 4 slides should be copied into the student notebooks for background information.  Slides 5-10 will be in a story format and should be read aloud to the class as an introduction to events that took place at Roanoke.  


  


4.     Slide 11 of the PowerPoint reads “What Happened to the Colonists at Roanoke?”  Once you reach this slide ask 3 or 4 students to offer up their hypothesis of what happened at Roanoke.  Once you have heard from a couple of the students introduce the next activity by saying: “Since John White’s return to Roanoke in 1590 there has been much speculation of what happened to the “lost” colonists. Today there are hundreds of Myths surrounding the “Lost Colony.” We will be examining five different myths to determine whether or not they are credible. Keep in mind that for something to be credible it must be corroborated with evidence. Throughout the activity you are going to be using John White’s journal entry of his return to Roanoke to either confirm or reject the possibility of the myths. Before we can begin our exploration into the myths we must first take a closer look at our primary document: “John White’s Return to Roanoke”. 


  


5.     Pass out Handout 3: John White’s Return to Roanoke and a highlighter to each student. Each student should receive a copy of Handout 1: “John White’s Diary Entry” and a highlighter. Project slide 12 of the Roanoke PowerPoint onto the board (this slide is an excerpt from the original journal entry of John White) and say: “Here is part of the original journal entry by John White. What do you notice about the handwriting?” Students should pick up on the fact that it is difficult to read due to the difference in spelling, handwriting, and grammar. Once you have discussed that this specific entry could be difficult to interpret tell the students: “You will be using a copy of the journal entry that has been transcribed for you. The information and descriptions have not been changed, just reworded to reflect the English language today.” Make sure that all of the students have received a copy of handout 3, and then ask for a volunteer to read the directions at the top of the handout.  Once the directions have been read ask another student to read the first paragraph of the journal entry.  After the first paragraph has been read have the students orally identify what John White and his crew found and saw when they arrived at Roanoke.  The students should have the following list highlighted. (Saw a fire in the woods, found burnt grass and rotten trees, never saw anyone)  


 Now have a different student read the second paragraph of John White’s journal entry.  Once they have finished reading this section of the entry have the students orally identify what John White and his crew found and saw when they arrived at Roanoke.  The students should have the following list highlighted. (Indian foot prints, CROTOAN and CRO carved on a tree and post, no marking of a cross, houses were taken down, a fort structure had been built) 


 Finally, have a third student read the third paragraph of John White’s journal entry.  Once they have finished reading this section of the entry have the students orally identify what John White and his crew found and saw when they arrived at Roanoke.  The students should have the following list highlighted. (iron and lead bars, items thrown around, overgrown grass and weeds, boats were missing, broken chests, spoiled goods, torn books, destroyed frames/pictures/maps, rusty armor) 


  


6.     If you are teaching 45 minute classes you will want to end the lesson here by having the students complete the question at the bottom of Handout 3. The students will complete this as an exit ticket, and must turn it in completed to be dismissed for the day. If you are teaching 90 minute block classes have the students take 2-3 minutes and answer the question at the bottom of handout 3. This will serve as an introductory activity to the next part of the lesson. They should not turn this paper in until the end of class after the group activity has been completed. 


  


7.     If this is a 90 minute block class have the students break out into groups no smaller than 2 and no larger than 4 depending on your preference/class size after they complete handout 3. You can either use existing pairings of students, teacher placed groupings, or a random selection to determine how students will be grouped together. If this is a 45 minute class you will be starting a new day. Open the new class period by reviewing the essential question. Ask the students,  “how do you know if a source is credible.” As the class is discussing the answer you will need to hand back Handout 3: John White’s Return to Roanoke for the group activity. Once you have done this have the students break out into groups no smaller than 2 and no larger than 4 depending on your preference/class size. You can either use existing pairings of students, teacher placed groupings, or a random selection to determine how students will be grouped together.  Once students are in their groups they should each receive an individual copy of Handout 4a-4f: “Myths of the Lost Colony.” Have a volunteer read the directions aloud on the handout. Restate the directions by saying, “Your job today is to determine if myths of the “Lost Colony” are or are not credible. You are going to use John White’s diary entry to corroborate the 5 myths that you have been given.  As you read through each myth make sure you write down the evidence you have found for or against it on your handout. You cannot use your own opinion, your textbook, or the internet.   You may only corroborate the myths with the journal entry of John White.  Are there any questions?” Answer any questions that the students may have.  If you have a large group of special education students you may want to go over one of the myths as a whole class. Once all of the questions have been answered the students may begin. Allow the students twenty-minutes to work in groups and complete the activity. At the end of the twenty-minutes have students return to their seats. 


  


8.       During the next ten minutes go through the five different myths and their credibility. Have the students determine which ones they thought were credible and which ones weren’t. As they discuss the reasons for and against, use the information below to either support their answers or to guide the discussion so they can see that their answer may have been incorrect. 


  


a.       Myth 1: Left Roanoke Island – Credible because John White found a carving on a tree that the colonists were moving to a different location (CROATOAN). It is also credible because John White was unable to find any of the boats that they had left behind. 


b.      Myth 2: Severe Storm – Not Credible. The walls of the fort were still standing, and there were items scattered throughout the fort. There were also no bodies found. If a storm had been strong enough to carry off all of the bodies then the fort and scattered items would also have been destroyed and carried off. 


c.       Myth 3: Disease – Not Credible. If the colonists had been killed off by disease their would have been graves dug for those that had died first. There were also no bodies found in or around the fort. 


d.      Myth 4: Leave Roanoke for Croatoan – Credible because their was no sign of any bodies at Roanoke. The colonists had left a carving of the word CROATOAN on one of the fort posts. This carving was part of an agreement between John White and the colonists when he left for England. The carving was supposed to let White know where they had gone when he returned. 


e.       Myth 5: Killed by Hostile Indians – Credible because John White found Indian footprints around and in the fort. Colony property had been destroyed, and the colonists that lived on the land first had a negative experience with the local Indians. 


  


9.       Debrief here before you collect the packets. (see below) Once you are done discussing the activity say, “Everyone needs to pass their John White Journal Handout and the Myths of the Lost Colony Handout up to the front. Once you have done this you need to take out your vocabulary foldable and add either a picture or example beneath the definitions of artifact, primary source, secondary source, credible, and corroborate. You will have the remainder of class to complete the foldable. If you do not finish before the bell rings you will need to take it home and complete it for homework. On your way out the door you will also need to pick up your homework. Tonight you will need to choose a news article from a local newspaper or one of the local online news websites. You will need to write a summary of the article and tell me 2 ways that the story was corroborated. If you have any questions or do not have access to a news article at home you need to come see me before the end of class.” During the last ten minutes of class the students should work individually and quietly on their vocabulary foldable. If a student is unable to get a news article at home you will want to print one out from one of the local news websites for them. It is best to find an article on a police investigation, accident, robbery, or breaking news! You may want to print some out before the start of class so you have them ready and available. 


  


Debrief:  Ask the students "How does one know if a source is credible?" Have students volunteer answers. Make sure that corroboration is mentioned before ending the discussion and having students move on to their homework assignment. 


  


Formative Assessment (“Check for Understanding”): Checks for understanding will occur throughout the lesson. Students will orally be asked to repeat information, draw conclusions and answer the essential question throughout the lesson. They will complete an exit or activity sheet (Handout 3), complete individual written responses that ask the students to support the essential question during the group activity (Handouts 4b-4f) and finally to transfer what they have learned during the lesson to a real life current event with the final activity (Handout 5) that they will complete for homework.  


